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Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems is a series of six
books for Year 1 to Year 6. It uses topics taught in Science, Geography and
History lessons to practise and consolidate the Using and applying mathematics
strand of the Primary Framework for Mathematics (2006). At the same time other
mathematical strands are also developed such as Counting and understanding
number, Knowing and using number facts, Calculating, Understanding shape,
Measuring and Handling data.

This book contains 40 activities for a Year 5 class. Each activity consists of two
parts. The first presents facts which cover the units and topics suggested in the
Science, Geography and History programmes of study in the National Curriculum,
and the relevant Qualifications and Curriculum Development Agency (QCDA)
schemes of work. The second part presents mathematical word problems which
the children will answer by referring back to the relevant information they have
been given.

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems not only develops
children’s mathematical ability but also reinforces the topics learnt in Science,
Geography and History lessons and provides familiar and relevant contexts for 
the children to apply their problem-solving skills.

The questions for each activity are differentiated into three levels:       less able
children,       majority of children, and       more able children. This caters for the
needs of different ability groups within the class and enables each Collins New
Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems activity to be used at any time
throughout the year.

Mathematical problem-solving

Mathematical problem-solving includes applying mathematics to the solution 
of problems arising from the environment and reasoning about questions that
have arisen from the mathematics itself. Being able to use mathematics to 
analyse situations and solve real-life problems is a major reason for studying the
subject. Frequent use of everyday scenarios will give meaning to the children’s
mathematical experiences. Children need to be able to apply the mathematics
they have learned to real-life situations in their environment. They also need to be
able to interpret and make meaning from their results. Teachers need to structure
situations in which children investigate problems that are relevant to their daily 
lives and that relate to the mathematical knowledge, skills and understanding 
the children have most recently acquired.

Children also need to be made aware of the mathematics they are using to 
solve problems. Encouraging them to think about and discuss the strategies 
they use, and the knowledge and skills they have acquired, will assist children 
in developing a deeper understanding of mathematics. Discussions that arise 
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out of mathematical problem-solving can help children share experiences with
each other and gain new knowledge, and will also assist them in developing their
own mathematical vocabulary.

Problem-solving skills

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems aims to develop 
in children the key skills required to tackle and solve mathematical problems.
These include:

• reading and making sense of a problem

• recognising key words, relevant information and redundant information

• finding parts of a problem that can be tackled

• recognising the mathematics that can be used to help solve a problem

• deciding which number operation(s) to perform and in which order

• choosing an efficient way of calculating

• changing measurements to the same units before calculating

• getting into the habit of checking their own work to see whether the answer
makes sense.

Strategies for solving mathematical problems

If children are to solve mathematical problems successfully they must be taught
not only the mathematical concepts but also the strategies and procedures
needed to apply these concepts. Children need to be taught to:

• look for a pattern or sequence

• experiment or act out a problem

• make a drawing or model

• make a list, table or chart

• write a number sentence

• see mathematical connections

An approach to solving mathematical problems

Children need to develop an effective and efficient method for solving mathematical
problems. Page 7 provides them with a step-by-step approach to solving
mathematical word problems. Photocopy and enlarge this page into a poster, 
and display it for all the class to see and follow during problem-solving activities.

6
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• make and test a prediction

• make a generalisation

• establish a proof

• account for all known possibilities

• solve a simpler related problem

• work backwards.
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Read the problem carefully.

What do you have to find?

What facts are given?

Which of the facts do you need?

Make a plan.

Carry out your plan to obtain your answer.

Check your answer:
• Does it make sense?
• Put the answer back into the problem 

and check that it fits the information 
you were given.

The seven steps to
problem-solving

Step1

Step7

Step6

Step5

Step4

Step3

Step2

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010
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Common pupil difficulties in problem-solving

Sometimes children who are confident and capable at solving purely mathematical
exercises, such as calculations, experience difficulties when it comes to solving
problems. This may be due to difficulties with one or more of the following:

• reading the problem with understanding

• selecting the relevant information

• using the necessary mathematical expression

• making the required calculation correctly

• seeing relationships and using patterns

• using existing mathematical knowledge

• developing a systematic approach

• estimating the answer

• using trial-and-improvement techniques

• checking the answer

• seeing if the answer is reasonable

• recognising the connection between the answer achieved and the 
question asked

• being motivated

• perseverance

• confidence.

Suggestions for overcoming common pupil difficulties 
in problem-solving

One or more of these strategies may help children who are experiencing difficulties
with solving a problem.

• Present the problem orally.

• Discuss a possible approach with the children, asking appropriate questions.

• Revise any mathematical knowledge or skills needed to solve successfully 
the problem.

• Allow the children to work together, sharing their ideas for tackling a problem.

• Use smaller numbers.

• Use a pictorial approach if children are having difficulty with the abstract form of
the problem.

• Use concrete apparatus to clarify the mathematics for the children.

8
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• Allow the children to use appropriate resources such as a number line or
hundred square to assist them with the mathematics.

• Allow the children to use a calculator.

• Use problems that are of relevance and interest to the children.

The teacher’s role in problem-solving lessons

• Give a choice where possible.

• Present the problem verbally, giving maximum visual support where appropriate.

• Enable children to own the problem.

• Encourage children to work together, sharing ideas for tackling a problem.

• Allow time and space for collaboration and consultation.

• Intervene, when asked, in such a way as to develop children’s autonomy and
independence.

• Encourage children to report the progress they are making.

• Work alongside children, setting an example yourself.

• Encourage the children to present their work to others.

The four types of word problem

All the activities in this book provide a balance between the four different types of
word problem.

• The final quantity is unknown, e.g. 

– Samantha has £1.35 and Jeanette has £1.65. How much money do they
have altogether?

– Matz baked 12 small cakes in each cake tin. He used two full tins. How many
cakes did he bake?

– Michael shared 20 grapes equally among himself and his four friends. How
many did each person get?

• The final quantity is known but not all the steps on the way, e.g.

– Berinda’s mum baked 20 cookies. Berinda’s friends came to play and ate
some. How many were eaten if there were only 12 cookies left?

– Sylvia needs 14 eggs. Each carton holds 6 eggs. How many cartons does she
need?

– Sam had 15 plants in a flower bed. He decided to throw out all the plants that
were dying. He threw out 8 plants. How many plants did he keep?

9
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• Multi-step problems, e.g.

– There are 12 people on a bus. At the next stop 8 people get on and 5 get
off. How many people are there on the bus now?

– Steven’s parents are taking Steven and his 2 sisters to the fun fair. Tickets
cost £15.00 for adults and £12.50 for children. How much change do
Steven’s parents receive from £100?

– I have enough wheels for 3 cars and there will be 2 over. How many wheels
do I have?

• Problems that involve comparisons between two or more sets, e.g.

– The number 59 bus has 16 people sitting downstairs and 27 people sitting
upstairs. How many more people are sitting upstairs than are sitting
downstairs?

– I have 5 marbles, Louis has 3 and Brian has 12. Who has most? How many
more does Brian have than Louis? How many more does Brian have than I
do? How many more do I have than Louis?

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word
Problems and the teaching–learning cycle

10
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Teaching

• Consistent and easy-to-follow format 
for each activity.

• Guidance given on how to 
incorporate Collins New Primary Maths:
Cross-Curricular Word Problems into
the daily mathematics lesson.

Planning

• All activities provide practise and
consolidation of the Using and applying
mathematics strand of the Primary
Framework for Mathematics (2006). 

• Reference given to other relevant 
National Curriculum subjects, including
National Curriculum programmes of study
and QCDA Primary schemes of work.

• Guidance given for planning a programme 
of work.

Assessment

• Guidance given on how to
record pupil performance in
AT1 – Using and applying
mathematics.  
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Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word
Problems and the daily mathematics lesson

The activities contained in Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word
Problems are ideally suited to the daily mathematics lesson. Each activity is
designed to be introduced to the whole class or group. A suggestion for a
possible structure to a lesson using Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular
Word Problems is given below.

• Oral work and mental calculation

– Warm up the class by consolidating the knowledge and skills that will be
used to solve the word problems.

– Stimulate their involvement.

– Emphasise the key vocabulary.

• Main teaching activity

– Introduce the activity sheet to the children. Ensure that the children
understand the picture and/or the vocabulary on the sheet.

– Work through a couple of questions with the whole class, stressing possible
problem-solving strategies used.

– Ask children to work in pairs on one or two of the problems.

– Discuss these problems as a whole class.

• Pupil consolidation activities

– Direct children’s attention to the differentiated level(s) most appropriate to
their needs.

– Allow children to work individually or in pairs to solve the word problems.

– Where needed, provide appropriate resources to assist children with the
mathematics.

– Monitor individuals, pairs or groups of children, offering support when and
where necessary.

• Plenary

– Plan an extended plenary.

– Discuss one or two problems and possible solutions and strategies in depth
with the whole class.

– Give answers only to the remaining problems.

11
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Curriculum information

The activities in this book provide children with an opportunity to practise and
consolidate the five themes and objectives of Strand 1: Using and applying
mathematics for Year 5 in the Primary Framework for Mathematics (2006):

Solving problems
• Solve one-step and two-step problems involving whole numbers and decimals

and all four operations, choosing and using appropriate calculation strategies,
including calculator use

Representing
• Represent a puzzle or problem by identifying and recording the information or

calculations needed to solve it; find possible solutions and confirm them in the
context of the problem

Enquiring
• Plan and pursue an enquiry; present evidence by collecting, organising and

interpreting information; suggest extensions to the enquiry

Reasoning
• Explore patterns, properties and relationships and propose a general

statement involving numbers or shapes; identify examples for which 
the statement is true or false

Communicating
• Explain reasoning using diagrams, graphs and text; refine ways of recording

using images and symbols

The Primary Framework for Mathematics (2006) curriculum coverage chart on
page 13 shows which activity is matched to the Framework strand(s).

The chart on pages 14–15 shows the theme for each Collins New Primary Maths:
Cross-Curricular Word Problems activity and its link with the relevant National
Curriculum (2000) programmes of study and QCDA Primary schemes of work 
for Science, Geography and History.

At the time of this book going to press, the National Curriculum (2000)
programmes of study and QCDA Primary schemes of work referred to in this
book still reflect current guidance and legislation.

12
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Primary Framework for Mathematics (2006) curriculum coverage

Strand

Activity

1 ● ● ● ● ●

2 ● ● ● ● ●

3 ● ● ● ● ●

4 ● ● ● ● ●

5 ● ● ● ● ●

6 ● ● ● ● ●

7 ● ● ● ● ●

8 ● ● ● ●

9 ● ● ● ●

10 ● ● ● ●

11 ● ● ● ●

12 ● ● ● ● ●

13 ● ● ● ● ●

14 ● ● ● ●

15 ● ● ● ● ●

16 ● ● ● ● ●

17 ● ● ● 

18 ● ● ● ● 

19 ● ● ● ● 

20 ● ● ● ● ●

21 ● ● ● ● ● M ●

22 ● ● ● ● ● M ●

23 ● ● ● ● ● L, M, T

24 ● ● ● ● ● C ●

25 ● ● ● ● ● L, T, A

26 ● ● ● ● ● L, M, T, Temp

27 ● ● ● ● ● C ●

28 ● ● ● ● ● L ●

29 ● ● ● ● ● L, T, A

30 ● ● ● ● ● L, T

31 ● ● ● ● ● T ●

32 ● ● ● ● ● L

33 ● ● ● ● ● C ● 

34 ● ● ● ● ● L, T

35 ● ● ● ● ● L, T, A

36 ● ● ● ● ● L, T

37 ● ● ● ● ● L, T

38 ● ● ● ●  ● L, T, A

39 ● ● ● ● ● M, T

40 ● ● ● ● ● L, M, T

7: H
andling data

6: M
easuring: Length (L),

M
ass (M

), C
apacity (C

),
Tim

e (T), A
rea (A

),
Tem

perature (Tem
p)

5: U
nderstanding shape

4: C
alculating

3: K
now

ing and using
num

ber facts

2: C
ounting and

understanding num
ber

1: U
sing and applying

m
athem

atics
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Links with National Curriculum programmes of study 
and QCDA Primary schemes of work

Curriculum Key Stage 2 National Curriculum QCDA Primary Collins New Primary Maths: Cross- Activity
subject programme of study scheme of work Curricular Word Problems 5 theme 

Science Sc2 Life processes and living things 5A Keeping 
1 Life processes healthy
2 Humans and other animals
Breadth of study: 1 / 2 

Sc2 Life processes and living things 5B Life cycles
1 Life processes
2 Humans and other animals
3 Green plants
5 Living things and their environment
Breadth of study: 1 / 2 

Sc3 Materials and their properties 5C Gases around us
1 Grouping and classifying materials
2 Changing materials
Breadth of study: 1 / 2 

Sc3 Materials and their properties 5D Changing state
1 Grouping and classifying materials
2 Changing materials
Breadth of study: 1 / 2

Sc4 Physical processes 5E Earth, Sun and 
4 The Earth and beyond Moon
Breadth of study: 1 / 2

Sc4 Physical processes 5F Changing 
3 Light and sound sounds
Breadth of study: 1 / 2

Geography Knowledge, skills and understanding 11 Water
3 Knowledge and understanding of places 24 Passport to 
4 Knowledge and understanding of the world

patterns and processes 25 Geography 
5 Knowledge and understanding of and numbers

environmental change and sustainable 
development

Breadth of study: 6 / 7

Knowledge, skills and understanding 12 Should the 
3 Knowledge and understanding of places high street be 
4 Knowledge and understanding of closed to traffic?

patterns and processes 24 Passport to
5 Knowledge and understanding of the world

environmental change and sustainable 25 Geography 
development and numbers

Breadth of study: 6 / 7

Knowledge, skills and understanding 13 A contrasting 
3 Knowledge and understanding of places locality – 
4 Knowledge and understanding of Llandudno 

patterns and processes 24 Passport to 
5 Knowledge and understanding of the world

environmental change and sustainable 25 Geography 
development and numbers

Breadth of study: 6 / 7

Knowledge, skills and understanding 16 What’s in 
3 Knowledge and understanding of places the news?
4 Knowledge and understanding of 24 Passport to

patterns and processes the world
Breadth of study: 6 / 7 25 Geography and 

numbers

The heart and blood 1

The nutritional value of food 21

What types of food do we eat? 22

Birth and life 2

Amazing plant life 23 

Natural gas 3

How much carbon dioxide 
do we produce?

24

Evaporation 4

Cloud, ice and water 25

Earth, Sun and Moon 26

Hours of daylight 31

Winston Hills’ Sound Studio 11

The sound of music 32

Who has the most PCs and mobiles? 6

Property prices soar 15

Things to do in Llandudno 14

Out and about in Llandudno 34

How much money will I lose if the 
High Street is closed?

13

How much water do you use 
each day?

33

Should the High Street be closed? 5

The price of water 12

How much water do different 
countries use?

27
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Curriculum Key Stage 2 National Curriculum QCDA Primary Collins New Primary Maths: Cross- Activity
subject programme of study scheme of work Curricular Word Problems 5 theme 

Geography Knowledge, skills and understanding 18 Connecting 
(continued) 3 Knowledge and understanding of places ourselves to 

4 Knowledge and understanding of the world
patterns and processes 24 Passport to 

Breadth of study: 6 / 7 the world
25 Geography and 

numbers

Knowledge, skills and understanding 20 Local traffic – an
3 Knowledge and understanding of places environmental 
4 Knowledge and understanding of issue

patterns and processes 24 Passport to 
5 Knowledge and understanding of the world

environmental change and sustainable 25 Geography and 
development numbers

Breadth of study: 6 / 7

Knowledge, skills and understanding 23 Investigating 
3 Knowledge and understanding of places coasts
4 Knowledge and understanding of 24 Passport to 

patterns and processes the world
5 Knowledge and understanding of 25 Geography and 

environmental change and sustainable numbers
development

Breadth of study: 6 / 7

History Knowledge, skills and understanding 11 What was it like 
1 Chronological understanding for children living 
2 Knowledge and understanding of events, in Victorian 

people and changes in the past Britain?
Breadth of study: 11a

Knowledge, skills and understanding 12 How did life 
1 Chronological understanding change in our 
2 Knowledge and understanding of events, locality in 

people and changes in the past Victorian times?
Breadth of study: 11a

Knowledge, skills and understanding 13 How has life 
1 Chronological understanding changed in 
2 Knowledge and understanding of events, Britain since 

people and changes in the past 1948?
Breadth of study: 11b

Knowledge, skills and understanding 14 Who were the 
1 Chronological understanding ancient Greeks?
2 Knowledge and understanding of events, 

people and changes in the past
Breadth of study: 12 

Knowledge, skills and understanding 15 How do we use
1 Chronological understanding ancient Greek 
2 Knowledge and understanding of events, ideas today?

people and changes in the past
Breadth of study: 12

Knowledge, skills and understanding 16 How can we find
1 Chronological understanding out about the
2 Knowledge and understanding of events, Aztec civilisation?

people and changes in the past
Breadth of study: 13 16 How can we find

out about the 
Indus Valley 
civilisation?

Knowledge, skills and understanding 19 What were the
1 Chronological understanding effects of Tudor
2 Knowledge and understanding of events, exploration?

people and changes in the past
Breadth of study: 10 / 13

Knowledge, skills and understanding 20 What can we 
1 Chronological understanding learn about 
2 Knowledge and understanding of events, recent history 

people and changes in the past from studying 
Breadth of study: 11b the life of a 

famous person?

Cost of coach travel around Britain 16

Driving around Britain 28

Congestion charges in London 17

Park and Ride 35

Coastal tourism 18

Coastal erosion 29

Money and wages 19

The Victorians 30

Ancient Athenian life 8

The ancient Greek war machine 36

The Aztec civilisation 9

Harappa 38

Sir Francis Drake 1540–1596 39

Drake’s voyage around the world 40

John Lennon 10

The ancient Olympics 37

Changing populations 7

Greasy Spoon Café 20
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Objectives coverage and general guidance on differentiation in
Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5

Children should have been introduced to the following objectives:
• Read, write and order whole numbers.
• Explain what each digit represents in whole numbers and decimals with up to two places. 
• Derive and recall all addition and subtraction facts for each number to 20 and number pairs

that total 100.
• Derive and recall decimals that total 1.
• Add or subtract mentally combinations of one-digit and two-digit whole numbers.
• Add or subtract mentally pairs of two-digit whole numbers.
• Recall quickly multiplication facts up to 10 x 10; derive quickly corresponding division facts.
• Identify the doubles of two-digit numbers; use these to calculate doubles of multiples of 

10 and 100 and derive the corresponding halves.
• Extend mental methods for whole-number calculations, e.g. to multiply a two-digit by 

a one-digit number.

If children experience difficulty with questions at this level provide them with:
• 1–100 number square 
• multiplication square.

Children should have been introduced to the following objectives:

objectives and:
• Find percentages of numbers and quantities.
• Refine and use efficient written methods to add and subtract two-digit and three-digit 

whole numbers and £.p.
• Use practical and informal written methods to multiply and divide two-digit numbers; 

round remainders up or down, depending on the context.
• Develop and use written methods to record, support and explain multiplication and 

division of two-digit numbers by a one-digit number, including division with remainders.

If children experience difficulty with questions at this level provide them with:
• 1–100 number square 
• multiplication square 
• calculator.

Children should have been introduced to the following objectives:

and      objectives and:
• Use efficient written methods to add and subtract whole numbers and decimals with 

up to two places.
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• Refine and use efficient written methods to multiply and divide HTU � U, 
TU � TU, U.t � U and HTU � U.

If children experience difficulty with questions at this level provide them with:
• 1–100 number square 
• multiplication square 
• calculator.

Planning a programme of work for Collins New Primary
Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems

The Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems chart on page 18
may be used in conjunction with your long- and medium-term plans to develop a
Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems programme of work
throughout the year. By following the blocks and units from the Primary Framework 
for Mathematics (2006), you will ensure that the children not only have an opportunity
to practise and consolidate the strands and specific objectives for a particular unit of
work but also, where appropriate, link this with other National Curriculum subjects.

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word
Problems and assessment

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems activities may be used with
the whole class or with groups of children as an assessment activity. Linked to the topic
that is being studied at present, Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word
Problems will provide you with an indication of how well the children have understood
the objectives being covered as well as their problem-solving skills.

The assessment and record-keeping format on page 19 can be used to assess and
assign levels to individual children in Attainment Target 1: Using and applying
mathematics. By observing individual children while they undertake a Collins New Primary
Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems activity, discussing their work with them and
subsequently marking their work, you will be able to gain a good understanding of their
problem-solving, communicating and reasoning skills. Your judgements about an
individual child’s abilities can then be entered onto the assessment and record-keeping
format and this will provide you with an Attainment Target 1 level. It is envisaged that one
copy of the assessment and record-keeping format would be used for your entire class.
Alternatively, teachers may substitute the record-keeping format for a matching Assessing
Pupils’ Progress (APP) ‘Assessment Guideline’.

17

Introduction
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Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Unit Mathematics strands Other National Curriculum CNPM: Cross-Curricular
subject and topic Word Problems 5 activity

A1 Counting, partitioning and calculating
Strand 1: Using and applying mathematics
Strand 2: Counting and understanding number
Strand 3: Knowing and using number facts
Strand 4: Calculating

B1 Securing number facts, understanding shapes
Strand 1: Using and applying mathematics
Strand 3: Knowing and using number facts
Strand 5: Understanding shape

C1 Handling data and measures
Strand 1: Using and applying mathematics
Strand 6: Measuring
Strand 7: Handling data

D1 Calculating, measuring and understanding shape
Strand 1: Using and applying mathematics
Strand 4: Calculating
Strand 5: Understanding shape
Strand 6: Measuring

E1 Securing number facts, calculating, identifying relationships
Strand 1: Using and applying mathematics
Strand 2: Counting and understanding number
Strand 3: Knowing and using number facts
Strand 4: Calculating

A2 Counting, partitioning and calculating
Strand 1: Using and applying mathematics
Strand 2: Counting and understanding number
Strand 3: Knowing and using number facts
Strand 4: Calculating

B2 Securing number facts, understanding shapes
Strand 1: Using and applying mathematics
Strand 3: Knowing and using number facts
Strand 5: Understanding shape

C2 Handling data and measures
Strand 1: Using and applying mathematics
Strand 6: Measuring
Strand 7: Handling data

D2 Calculating, measuring and understanding shape
Strand 1: Using and applying mathematics
Strand 4: Calculating
Strand 5: Understanding shape
Strand 6: Measuring

E2 Securing number facts, calculating, identifying relationships
Strand 1: Using and applying mathematics
Strand 2: Counting and understanding number
Strand 3: Knowing and using number facts
Strand 4: Calculating

A3 Counting, partitioning and calculating
Strand 1: Using and applying mathematics
Strand 2: Counting and understanding number
Strand 3: Knowing and using number facts
Strand 4: Calculating

B3 Securing number facts, understanding shapes
Strand 1: Using and applying mathematics
Strand 3: Knowing and using number facts
Strand 5: Understanding shape

C3 Handling data and measures
Strand 1: Using and applying mathematics
Strand 6: Measuring
Strand 7: Handling data

D3 Calculating, measuring and understanding shape
Strand 1: Using and applying mathematics
Strand 4: Calculating
Strand 5: Understanding shape
Strand 6: Measuring

E3 Securing number facts, calculating, identifying relationships
Strand 1: Using and applying mathematics
Strand 2: Counting and understanding number
Strand 3: Knowing and using number facts
Strand 4: Calculating
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Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular 
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Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Problems involving numbers

Science: 5A. Keeping healthy

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I What percentage of your blood is not water?

2 How many times each hour is your blood cleaned by your kidneys?

3 What is the ratio of an adult’s resting heart beat to a I2-year-old’s heart beat?

4 What is the difference between the maximum 

adult heart beat and the resting adult heart beat?

I How much heavier is the average male heart than the average female heart?

2 How many times does a baby’s heart beat in an hour?

3 How many times does a baby’s heart beat every second?

4 Your kidneys clean your blood every 5 minutes. How many times is your blood 

cleaned in 24 hours?

I It takes one second for blood to travel 0·6 m in your body. How many 

metres does it travel in 5 minutes?

2 How many billion red blood cells does your body create and destroy 

in a week?

3 How many times does an adult’s heart beat during 8 hours of sleep?

4 A I2-year-old’s heart beats more times in an hour than an adult’s heart 

at rest. How many more times?

The heart and blood

Did you know?
◆ The average adult male heart weighs 3{5 g.

◆ The average adult female heart weighs 265 g.

◆ A baby’s heart beats {20 times a minute.

◆ A 3-year-old’s heart beats {00 times a minute.

◆ A {2-year-old’s heart beats 90 times a minute.

◆ The average resting adult heart beats 70 times a minute.

◆ An adult’s heart can beat a maximum of 230 times 

a minute during exercise.

◆ Each day {73 billion red blood cells are created and 

destroyed in your body.

◆ Every 5 minutes all your blood passes through 

your kidneys to be cleaned.

◆ 75% of the blood in your body is water.
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Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I How much longer does it take for a giraffe to be born than a tiger?

2 What is the difference between the average life span and the longest 

life span of a cat?

3 Which animal takes approximately 5 months to be born?

4 Which animal takes I03 days longer to be born than a sheep?

I Which animal has the greatest difference between 

its average life span and maximum life span? 

How much longer? 

2 When rounded to the nearest I0 years, which animals have a maximum life span of 30 years?

3 Approximately how many months longer than a year does it take for 

a giraffe to be born?

4 What is the difference between the average and the maximum 

life span of a camel?

I The average mouse lives for 3 years. If there are 365 days in a year, 

how many days does it live for?

2 The maximum life span of a deer is I7·5 years. Which animal has a 

maximum life span 2 I·8 years more than this?

3 A mouse takes I9 days to be born. Approximately how many days 

longer does the average mouse live than it takes to be born?

4 The average life span of a gorilla is 20 years. Approximately how 

many days is this?

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Problems involving numbers

Science: 5B. Life cycles

Birth and life How long Average Maximum 

before it’s life span life span

born (days) (years) (years)

black bear 2 I9 I8 36·8

camel 406 I2 29·5

cat 63 I2 28

cow 284 I5 30

deer 20I 8 I7·5

giraffe 425 I0 33·5

gorilla 257 20 39·3

mouse I9 3 3·5

sheep I 54 I2 20

tiger I 05 I6 26·3
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Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Problems involving numbers

Science: 5C. Gases around us

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Which countries use Which countries produce
the most Natural Gas? the most Natural Gas?

Country Units per year Country Units per year

Canada 71·5 Algeria 82·2

Germany 80·1 Canada 162·3

Italy 61·7 Indonesia 66·4

Japan 74·6 Netherlands 60·1

Russia 363·6 Russia 551·0

UK 91·6 UK 99·6

USA 617·0 USA 540·5

Natural Gas

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I The UK produces more gas than it uses. How many units more?

2 Canada uses less gas than Japan. How many units less?

3 How many more units of gas does Canada produce than The Netherlands?

4 How many units of gas do Germany and Japan use together?

I How many units of gas does Russia produce in I0 years? 

2 Roughly how many units of gas does The Netherlands produce each month?

3 The USA produces less gas than it uses. How many units less?

4 How many units of gas does the UK use in 5 years?

I Canada uses less gas than it produces. How many units less?

2 How many units difference in production is there between the country that 

produces the most gas and the one that produces the least?

3 One year’s gas production from Russia could supply Italy with enough gas for 

nearly how many years?

4 What is the total number of units of gas used by the two largest gas producers?

✱ Natural gas was first 
discovered in 1918 in Texas.

✱ Natural gas has no smell!
Chemicals are added to it so that
leaks can be smelt.

✱ Natural gas is transported along
huge deep pipelines below 
the ground.

✱ A gas rig is a huge building in the
middle of the ocean. It is used to
collect gas that flows from 
deep under the seabed. 
The drill that is used to 
reach the gas 
may be 
6 km long!
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We poured water into
4 saucers and placed
them in different
positions around the
classroom. This table
shows how long it
took the water 
to evaporate in 
each position.

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I How many minutes less than 2 hours did the tea towel take to dry 

when it was very windy but there was no sun?

2 It took only 37 min for the tea towel to dry when it was very sunny and 

very windy. What was the weather 

like when it took twice this time?

3 How much longer did it take the saucer of water to evaporate in 

position B than in position A?

4 What was the difference between the longest and the shortest time 

the tea towel took to dry?

I It took 4 hr 42 min for the tea towel to dry when it was sunny with no wind. 

What was the weather like when 

it took almost half this time? 

2 How much longer did the saucer of water take to evaporate in 

position D than position C?

3 In which position did the saucer take 2 hr I4 min less to evaporate 

than in position D?

4 The tea towel dried in 6 hr 29 min when there was no sun and light wind. 

What was the weather like when 

it took 4 hr I3 min less than this?

I When it was very sunny and very windy the tea towel dried the quickest. 

What was the weather like when

it took I
I–
4 hours longer than this?

2 It took 3 hr I6 min for the saucer of water in position C to evaporate. 

If it had been placed on the radiator it would have taken half as long. 

How long would it have taken?

3 How many minutes did the tea towel take to dry when there was no 

sun and a light wind?

4 What is the ratio of the evaporation times of the saucer of water 

in positions B and D?

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Problems involving numbers

Science: 5D. Changing state

Evaporation
During the term a group of Year 5 children did two experiments to look at 

the factors that affect evaporation.

On 9 different days we soaked 
a tea towel in water and 
then hung it outside to dry. 
This table shows how long it took the towel 
to dry on each of the 9 different days.
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Problems involving numbers

Geography: 12. Should the high

street be closed to traffic? 

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Should the High Street

be closed?
Some people were asked their views on whether 

the High Street should be closed to traffic. 

The Carroll diagrams below show the results.

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I Of the people who said ‘yes’ to closing the High Street, how many work 

in town?

2 How many people who work in town said ‘no’ to closing the High Street?

3 How many people who live in town said ‘no’ to closing the High Street?

4 How many people who work out of town had no opinion?

I How many people who live in town said ‘yes’ to closing the High Street?

2 How many people altogether said ‘no’ to closing the High Street?

3 I I8 people who said ‘yes’ to closing the High Street live out of town. More of 

them also work out of town than work in town. How many more?

4 Of all the people asked their views, how many live and work in town?

I Of the people who said ‘no’ to closing the High Street, how many more live 

out of town than in town?

2 Of the people who said ‘no’ to closing the High Street, what fraction of them 

live and work out of town?

3 How many people were asked their views altogether?

4 Did more people say ‘yes’ to closing the High Street or ‘no’? 

How many more?

Yes to closing No to closing No opinion on closing 

the High Street the High Street the High Street

Work in Work out Work in Work out Work in Work out 

town of town town of town town of town

Live in Live in Live in 

town
93 240

town
I20 3I

town
4 7

Live out Live out Live out 

of town
3I 87

of town
I85 84

of town
I4 I04
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Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I Which country has the largest percentage of mobile phone users?

2 Which country has 3% more PC users than Germany?

3 Which country has 26% more mobile phone users than PC users?

4 In how many countries do more than 35% of the population use PCs?

I A larger percentage of Germans use mobile phones than PCs. How much larger?

2 Which country shows the greatest difference in the 

number of people using mobile phones as compared 

to computers? What is the percentage difference?

3 In a town of I000 people in South Korea, how many use mobile phones?

4 A smaller percentage of people from the USA use mobile phone than Italians. 

How much smaller?

I Which country has almost three times the percentage of 

PC users as Italy?

2 In a town of 5000 people in France, how many use mobile phones?

3 In which country is the percentage of PC users and 

mobile phone users most similar? What is the difference?

4 In a town of I0000 people in Britain, how many more people use 

mobile phones than PCs?

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Problems involving numbers

Geography: 16. What’s in the

news?

Who has the most PCs and mobiles?

The graph opposite
shows what percentage
of the population use
personal computers (PC)
and mobile phones in
different countries. The
grey columns indicate
the percentage of PC
users, and the black
columns the percentage
of mobile phone users in
each country.
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Problems involving numbers

History: 12. How did life change in

our locality in Victorian times?

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Changing populations
Until the I800s no one knew how many

people lived in Britain. The government

then decided to count everyone. This

count was called a census. From this

time on, a census has been regularly

held. The table below shows the

population in four cities from 

I80I to I90I.

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I In I80I the population of Edinburgh was larger than that of Glasgow. 

How much larger?

2 Roughly how many times did the population grow in Glasgow 

between I80I and I90I?

3 In I88I the population of Manchester was 462 000. In which year 

was it about half this size?

4 What was the difference in population between Glasgow and 

Manchester in I84I?

I By what year had the population of Manchester grown bigger than 

that of Edinburgh? 

2 By how much did the population of Glasgow grow between I80I

and I82I?

3 In which city did the population increase by I00 000 in the 

20 years from I88I to I90I?

4 In which city did the population approximately triple from 

I82I to I90I?

I In which city did the population multiply the most between 

I80I to I90I?

2 By how many did the population of London increase from 

I80I to I90I?

3 What was the difference in population between the largest 

and the smallest cities in I90I?

4 What was the total population of the four cities in I80I?

I80I I82I I84I I86I I88I I90I

Edinburgh 83 000 I38 000 I66 000 203 000 295 000 395 000

Glasgow 77 000 I47 000 275 000 420 000 587 000 762 000

London I 088 000 I 520 000 2 073 000 2 92I 000 3 88I 000 4 563 000

Manchester 75 000 I26 000 235 000 339 000 462 000 645 000
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Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.
I In ancient Athens, only boys went to school. They started when they 

were 7 years old and finished when they were I8. How many years did they 

spend in school?

2 Ancient Athens was ruled by a council of 500 citizens chosen at random. 

One tenth of this number were always on duty in case of an emergency. 

How many were always on duty?

3 Euripides was a famous Athenian writer of plays. He wrote 90 plays, but only 

I9 have survived. How many have not survived?

4 Democracy in ancient Athens began in 508 BC and ended in 

404 BC. For how long did it last?

I In ancient Athens there were 70 public holidays a year. In a 365 day year, 

how many days were not public holidays?

2 An ancient Athenian jury ranged in size from 20I men to 200I men. What was 

the difference between the most and least number of men in a jury?

3 The Parthenon was the main temple in ancient Athens. 

It was dedicated to the goddess Athene and was built between 

447 BC and 438 BC. How long did it take to build?

4 The most important festival in ancient Athens was the Panathenaea 

festival when games were held. The shortest race was I84 m long 

and the middle-distance race was 888 m longer. How long was 

the middle-distance race?

I A large assembly of at least 6000 citizens met every nine days to speak and 

vote on government policy. Approximately how many times did they meet 

each year?

2 In 430 BC a plague broke out in Athens and a quarter of the 

population of 250 000 died. How many people died?

3 Plato was a famous Athenian philosopher. He was born in 429 BC 

and died in 347 BC. For how long did he live?

4 The ancient Athenians loved watching plays. The theatre in Athens 

held I8 000 people. If the theatre was 95% full, how many people 

were in the theatre?

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Problems involving numbers

History: 14. Who were the ancient

Greeks?

Ancient Athenian life
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Problems involving numbers

History: 16. How can we find out

about the Aztec civilisation?

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

The Aztec civilisation

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I The Aztecs arrived in Mexico in I250. In I325 they founded their main city of 

Tenochtitlan. How many years after arriving in Mexico was Tenochtitlan founded?

2 At one time there were about 200 000 people living in Tenochtitlan. 

Of these, about 60 000 people each day would go to the 

market place. How many did not go to the market place?

3 Half the population of Tenochtitlan were farmers. Out of a population 

of 200 000, how many were farmers?

4 The Aztecs founded the city of Tenochtitlan in I325. They started to build the 

Great Temple in I4I8. How many years after founding Tenochtitlan did they 

start the Great Temple?

I In I4I8 the Aztecs began to build the Great Temple. It was not finished until 

I487. How many years did it take to build? 

2 The Aztec religious year had I3 months, with 20 days in each month. How 

many days were there in a religious year?

3 The Aztec solar year had I8 months, each 20 days long, plus 5 sacrificial days. 

How many days made up a solar year?

4 In I790 an Aztec stone calendar was discovered. It weighs more than 24 000 kg

and has a radius of I·8 m. What is the diameter of the stone?

I The Gregorian Calendar is the most widely used calendar today. It was invented 

in I582. The Aztec stone calendar is I03 years older than this. When was the 

Aztec calendar carved?

2 The Aztec calendar went in 52 year cycles. I427 was the start of a new cycle. 

According to the Aztec calendar when did the present cycle start?

3 It is estimated that over 250 000 people were sacrificed each year 

in the Aztec Empire. This is roughly I% of the total population. 

Approximately how large was the total population?

4 The city of Tenochtitlan was founded in I325. It was destroyed I96 years later. 

When was the city destroyed?
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Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I John Lennon was born in I940. His aunt gave him his first guitar when he was 

I6 years old. In what year was this?

2 John Lennon met Paul McCartney in July I957. The Beatles made 

their first public appearance in August I960. How many months after 

this meeting was the Beatles’ first public appearance?

3 In January I964, I0 000 copies an hour of ‘I want to hold your hand’ 

were being sold in New York. How many were sold in 8 hours?

4 John Lennon was born in October I940 and died in 

December I980. In years and months, how old was he 

when he died?

I In I964, a hit record sold around 200 000 copies. ‘I want to hold 

your hand’ sold I 300 000 more than this within 5 days. How many 

records is this? 

2 The Beatles made their first public appearance on Ist August I960. 

Their final appearance together was 

30th January, I969. For how long 

did they appear together?

3 By August I965, the Beatles had sold I00 million singles and 25 million albums. 

What percentage of their total sales were albums?

4 Lennon’s first son, Julian, was born on 8th April, I963. His second son, Sean, 

was born on 9th October, I975. How

much older is Julian than Sean?

I ‘Sergeant Pepper’ sold 2.4 million copies in 3 months in the USA. 

How many copies each month is this?

2 John Lennon met Yoko Ono on 9th November, I966. They were married on 

20th March, I969. How long had they 

known each other when they married?

3 ‘Give Peace a Chance’ and ‘Imagine’ are two of Lennon’s 

most famous songs. ‘Give Peace a Chance’ was released 

on 7th July, I969 and ‘Imagine’ I year, I I months and 

25 days later. When was ‘Imagine’ released?

4 John Lennon died on 8th December, I980. His final 

public performance had been 6 years and I0 days earlier. 

When was his last performance?
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Problems involving numbers

History: 20. What can we learn

about recent history from studying

the life of a famous person?

John Lennon
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Problems involving money

Science: 5F. Changing sounds

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Winston Hills’ Sound Studio
Winston Hills Secondary 

School has raised money 

to convert one of their 

classrooms into a 

sound studio.

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.
I The classroom has 3 windows of the same size. To make the room 

soundproof they need to be covered with thick sheets of wood and foam. 

If each sheet of wood costs £32, how much does it cost for 3 sheets?

2 The room needs to be divided into two sections. The glass for this costs 

£236 and the bricks £33.40. What is the total cost?

3 The door to the studio needs to have a special lock which costs £56.I4 

and a light on the outside to show when recording is in progress. If the 

light costs £42.72, what is the total cost of the lock and light?

4 Two identical microphones for the studio cost £I48.36 together. 

How much did they cost each?

I The school has bought 3 sets of headphones for the studio. Two sets cost 

£38 each and the third £75. What is the total cost? 

2 Sound-deadening carpet for the floor of the studio costs £I7 a

square metre. If the room is 7 m � 5 m, how much does the carpet cost?

3 The studio needs a mixing deck. The school has looked at two different 

models. One costs £I320 and the other £I I60. How much will they save if 

they buy the cheaper model?

4 The studio is 7 m long by 5 m wide. If sound-deadening tiles for the ceiling 

cost £5.50 a square metre, what is the total cost to cover the ceiling?

I The school has bought four speakers. Two of these cost £68.43 each, 

another cost £78.I4, and the last cost £I23.75. What was the total cost of 

the four speakers?

2 The school wants to buy I00 CDs to record on. Packs of 25 CDs cost 

£I I.60 each, but a pack of I00 CDs costs only £35.75. How much does 

the school save if it buys the pack of I00 CDs?

3 The computer for the studio costs £5280. The school has been offered a 

25% discount. How much will the computer cost them?

4 Sound-deadening tiles for the walls of the studio cost £5.50 a square metre. 

The room is 7 m long by 5 m wide and all the walls are 3 m high. What is 

the total cost to cover the walls of the studio?
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Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I How much more does I000 l of water cost in London than Budapest?

2 What is the difference in price of I000 l between the most expensive city 

and the cheapest city?

3 How much does 2000 l of water cost in Brussels?

4 I000 l of water costs I Ip more in Tokyo than in what other city?

I How much does 200 l of water cost in Tokyo?

2 How many litres of water does £I0 buy you in London?

3 The average person in Sydney uses about 500 l of water a day. 

How much does it cost each day for a family of three?

4 How much does 5000 l of water cost in Washington?

I A person in Berlin uses about 200 l of water a day. How much does 

this cost?

2 A person in Rome uses about 400 l of water a day. How many days will 

£2.I0 worth of water last?

3 A person in Paris uses about 280 l of water a day. How much does it cost 

a family of 5 each day?

4 A person in Madrid uses 300 l of water a day. How much does he spend 

on water in a 30 day month?

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Problems involving money

Geography: 11. Water

The price of water
The price of fresh water to houses, per I000 litres
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Problems involving money

Geography: 12. Should the high

street be closed to traffic?

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

How much money will I lose 

if the High Street is closed?
The table below shows how much money shops in the High Street 

take each week at the moment, and how much they think they 

will take if the High Street is closed.

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I At the moment, which shop takes around £400 a week?

2 How much per week does the Hardware store think its takings will drop 

if the High Street is closed?

3 If the High Street is closed, what will be the difference in takings between 

the shop that takes the most and the one that takes the least?

4 How much more does the Hairdresser take than the Hardware store at 

the moment?

I How much does the Newsagent take every 4 weeks at the moment?

2 Which shop thinks that their takings will drop the most if the 

High Street is closed?

3 At the moment, what is the difference between the shop that takes the 

most and the shop that takes the least?

4 How much does the Hardware store think that it will take in a year if the 

High Street is closed?

I The Clothes shop is open 6 days a week. On average, how much does it 

take each day now?

2 At the moment, how much more does the Butcher take than the 

Shoe shop every 4 weeks?

3 Which shop thinks that its takings will drop by £I45 a week if 

the High Street is closed?

4 The Hairdresser is open for 50 weeks each year. How much does it take 

in a year now?
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Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I The Environmental Activity Walk at Great Orme costs 50p per child for 

school groups. How much does it cost for a group of 32?

2 The North Wales Theatre is in Llandudno. If it costs £8 for adults and 

£7 for children to go to a Pantomime, how much does it cost for 

2 adults and 3 children?

3 A Bed-and-Breakfast in Llandudno charges £30 for a single room and 

£48 for a double. How much does it cost altogether for one single and 

one double room for 2 nights?

4 The Tramway from Llandudno to the top of Great Orme costs £3.95 per 

person. The Cable Car to the top costs £5. How much cheaper is the 

Tramway?

I It costs £3.95 for adults and £2.80 for children to travel on the Tramway 

up Great Orme. How much does it cost for I adult and 3 children? 

2 Llandudno Museum charges an entry fee of £I.50 for adults and 75p for 

children. How much does it cost for 2 adults and 3 children?

3 A smart hotel in Llandudno costs £95 per room per night. How much 

does it cost for a room for 3 nights?

4 Llandudno Museum charges £I.50 for adults and 75p for children. 

A family ticket for 2 adults and 3 children costs £3.50. How much of a 

saving is the family ticket for a family of 5?

I A group of adults and children went to the North Wales Theatre 

and paid £52 for their seats. If it cost £8 for 

each adult and £7 for each child, how many 

of each went to the theatre?

2 To see a Pantomime, the theatre in Llandudno charges £8 for adults and 

£7 for children. It has I500 seats. If they are all full, 50% with adults and 

50% with children, how much money does the theatre take?

3 At Great Orme mines you can get an insight into the lives of people 

4000 years ago. It costs £2.70 per child for school groups. How much 

does it cost for a group of 30 children?

4 The Tramway at Llandudno costs £2.80 per child. School groups get 

I5% discount. How much does it cost for a group of 30 children? 

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Problems involving money

Geography: 13. A contrasting

locality – Llandudno

Edinburgh

Llandudno

Cardiff
London

Things to do in Llandudno
Llandudno is a resort town in Wales located between the headlands of Great

and Little Orme.
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Problems involving money

Geography: 16. What’s in the

news?

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Property prices soar

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I Last year Angus’ house was worth £40 000. This year it is worth 

£50 000. How much more is it worth this year?

2 Last month Sally’s house in Wales was sold for £60 000. This month 

it is worth £6I 800. By how much has the house price increased?

3 Over the past year, house prices have increased by 25% and flat 

prices by 30%. How much more have flat prices increased than 

house prices?

4 If house prices continue to rise at the same rate as September, 

how much will they rise by in the next I2 months?

I A house in London has just sold for £200 000. How much more will it 

be worth in one year’s time if prices rise at 25% per year? 

2 What is the ratio between the increase in house prices and the 

increase in flat prices in September?

3 Sami bought her flat a year ago for £50 000. How much is it 

worth now?

4 Mr. and Mrs. Martin sold their house a year ago for £I20 000. 

How much could they have sold it for now?

I Tommy is thinking about spending £75 000 on a house. If he waits 

another month, how much will he have to spend to buy the same 

house if prices continue to rise at 3% a month?

2 Gopal has just bought a flat for £I00 000. If flat prices continue to 

increase at 5% a month, how much will the flat be worth in 

I2 months’ time?

3 If house prices continue to rise at the same rate as they did last year, 

how much will a £I60 000 house cost in one year’s time?

4 A house and a flat are both for sale at £80 000 each. If house prices 

continue to rise at 3% per month and flat prices at 5%, how much 

more will the flat be worth than the house in one month’s time?

Property prices are rising at their fastest

rate since 1973, according to a recent survey,

with the price of flats soaring ahead of

more expensive properties. 

House prices rose by nearly 3% during

September, making a house nearly 25%

more expensive than this time last year.

At the same time the price of most flats 

has leapt a massive 5%, making a flat 

30% more expensive than 12 months ago.

The Daily Voice
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Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I How much does it cost for two adults to travel from Nottingham to 

Cardiff?

2 Children travel half price from Cardiff to Edinburgh. How much is 

a child’s fare?

3 Is it more expensive to travel from London to Edinburgh 

or London to Liverpool? What is the difference in price?

4 How much does it cost for Rav and his dad to travel from 

Birmingham to Edinburgh if Rav travels for half price?

I What is the total cost for Mr. and Mrs. Lane and Mr. Lane’s mother 

to travel from Birmingham to Liverpool? 

2 It costs £I4.25 to travel from Nottingham to Edinburgh. How much 

more expensive is it to travel from Cardiff to Edinburgh?

3 Six times a year, Lisa travels from Birmingham to Liverpool. 

How much does this cost altogether?

4 Tom’s mum takes him and 4 friends from London to Nottingham. 

If Tom and his friends travel half price how much change does she 

get from a £50 note?

I How much does it cost a class of 30 children and 5 adults to travel 

from London to Liverpool if children travel half price?

2 On the coach from Nottingham to Cardiff there were I4 adults and 

5 children. If children travel half price, how much did they pay 

altogether?

3 Mr. and Mrs. Keft and their 3 children travel from Liverpool to 

Edinburgh. If children travel half price, how much does it cost?

4 What fraction of the fare from Liverpool to Cardiff is the fare from 

Liverpool to Birmingham?

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Problems involving money

Geography: 18. Connecting

ourselves to the world

Cost of coach travel around Britain
This chart shows the cost 

for an adult to travel 

by coach between 

various cities in Britain.

The cost from London 

to Cardiff is £I5.50.
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Problems involving money

Geography: 20. Local traffic – an

environmental issue

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Congestion charges 

in London 
Anyone driving a car in central London between 

7:00 am and 6:00 pm from Monday to Friday 

has to pay £8 a day. People living 

in central London only have 

to pay £4 a week if they 

drive their car.

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I Sylvia lives in Birmingham. Once a month she drives into central London 

for a meeting. How much does this cost in congestion charges in a year?

2 Alex lives in central London. How much does it cost him to use his car 

every day for three weeks?

3 Tom takes the Underground train into central London. It costs him 

£I.90 each way. How much does a return trip cost him?

4 Mrs. Martin drives to her Italian class once a week and has to pay the 

£8 congestion charge. If her class lasts for 38 weeks of the year, how 

much does this cost her?

I To avoid the £8 congestion charge, Jenny takes the train into central 

London. This costs her £4.60 each day. How much does she save in a 

5 day week? 

2 Louis drives his car into central London 3 days a week, 46 weeks of the 

year, and pays the £8 congestion charge. How much does this cost him 

a year?

3 Sam parks his car outside central London for 7 hours at £I.20 an hour 

and catches the bus. If the bus costs £I each way, how much does this 

cost altogether?

4 Peter lives in central London. If he uses his car 26 weeks a year, how 

much does this cost him?

I Kate catches the Underground train into work 5 days a week. The journey 

costs £I.90 each way. How much does this cost her for a 48 week year?

2 Bus tickets in London cost £I each. However, Michael gets a concession 

and only has to pay 60p. How much does he save if he makes 25 trips? 

3 William drives into central London 3 times a week, 52 weeks of the year. 

He pays the £8 congestion charge and £I6 for parking each day. 

How much does he pay in the year?

4 Gita drives her car to work and pays the £8 congestion charge. Yasmin 

takes the Underground train which costs her £I.90 each way. If they 

both work 5 days a week, 46 weeks a year, how much less a year does 

Yasmin pay than Gita?
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Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I The Unwins hire a caravan at the seaside for a week. It costs them 

£40 a night from Sunday to Thursday, and £60 a night on Friday and 

Saturday. How much do they pay?

2 When they arrive, they go to the supermarket to buy food for the week. 

They spend £52.63 and dad pays with three £20 notes. How much 

change does he get?

3 On the beach, they hire 2 deckchairs for 3 hours at 60p an hour, and all 5 

of them have an ice cream costing £I.20 each. How much do they spend?

4 One afternoon they go for a walk at a coastal nature reserve. It costs 

£5.50 to park the car and £2 each for the 2 adults and £I.50 each for 

the 3 children. How much is this?

I For lunch one day they buy fish and chips. 5 pieces of fish cost 

£2.80 each, 3 large chips £I.20 each and 2 small chips 90p each. 

What does the bill come to? 

2 In a shop they buy 8 postcards at 35p each, 3 sticks of rock at 

90p a stick and a souvenir paper weight for £7.45. How much do they 

spend altogether?

3 An afternoon boat ride costs £5.95 each for the 2 adults and £3.40 each 

for the 3 children. How much does change does Mr. Unwin get from £30?

4 Mr. Unwin fills the car with 36 litres of petrol. It costs £0.73 a litre. 

How much does he pay?

I The family spends a whole day at Waterworld. The tickets for mum, dad 

and the 3 children come to £42. A child’s ticket is half the price of an 

adult ticket. How much is one adult ticket?

2 At a restaurant Mr. and Mrs. Unwin have the adult menu at £I2.95 each 

and the 3 children have the child’s menu at £6.95 each. They also spend 

£I5.30 on drinks. What is the total bill?

3 At the Funfair, the 3 children each go on 6 rides, 4 costing £I.50 each 

and 2 costing £3 each. They also spend £I I.40 on food. How much 

does this cost?

4 On the last day Mr. Unwin has £I20 left. This is 30% of the total amount 

of money that he brought on holiday. How much did he bring?

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Problems involving money

Geography: 23. Investigating

coasts

Coastal tourism
A common use of coastal land is for tourism. 

The Unwin family goes to the seaside at 

Shellhaven each year for a holiday. 
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Problems involving money

History: 11. What was it like for

children living in Victorian Britain?

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Money and wages

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.
I In I800 a man working in a silk factory earned 36p a week. A child 

working in the same factory earned only 7p a week. How much less 

did a child earn each week?

2 In I86I a male teacher earned £95 a year, while a female teacher earned 

£62. What was the difference in their salary?

3 The first postage stamp was invented in I840. It cost 0.5p no matter how 

far the letter was going. How much did it cost to buy I2 stamps?

4 In I800 a silk factory worker earned 36p a week. A loaf of bread cost I.5p. 

How much money would he have left each week after buying 2 loaves of 

bread?

I In I775 it cost the government £I.5 million each year to look after the poor. 

57 years later it cost £7 million a year. In which year did it cost the 

government £7 million? 

2 In I830 children under I I years old working in cotton mills in Lancashire 

were paid I I.25p a week. Children from ages I I to I6 were paid 

20.08p a week. How much more were children over I I paid?

3 In Victorian times if you ate at an Inn, a portion of ham would cost 3.75p, 

potatoes 0.5p, cabbage Ip, pudding I.5p, and bread and cheese Ip. 

How much did this meal cost?

4 The Victorians had a coin called a ‘guinea’ which was worth £I.05. 

How much were 75 guineas worth?

I In I86I Thomas Cook organised the first package holiday. He sent 

I700 holidaymakers to Paris for 5 nights with accommodation and all 

meals for £2.30 a person. How much did the I700 people pay altogether?

2 At the beginning of Victorian times, unemployed men got I5p a week plus 

7.5p for each member of their family. How much money would a man 

with a wife and 4 children get?

3 In I890 a boy of I0 who worked 6 hours a day in a factory before school 

earned I2.5p a week. How much did he earn in a 52 week year?

4 In I830 a child between the ages of I I and I6 cost a factory owner about 

20p a week in wages. An adult cost him 74p each week. How much did 

the owner save in a 52 week year by employing a child?
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Greasy Spoon Café
The Menu on the left shows the prices at the Greasy Spoon Café in I950. The Menu on the right

shows the prices at the Rise and Shine Café in 2003.

Before I970 Britain used a  

different system of money

I shilling (I/–) = I2 old pence (d)

or I/– = I2d

To change the old system of  

money to new money:

2.4d = Ip

So, 6d = 2.5p

I/– = 5p

I/6d = 7.5p

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I In I950 how much did it cost in old money for egg and chips and a 

cup of tea?

2 In 2003 how much did it cost for egg and chips and a cup of tea?

3 In shillings and old pence, how much did an egg sandwich and a cup of 

coffee cost in I950?

4 In new money, how much more expensive were 2 cold drinks in 2003 

than in I950?

I What was the total cost for toast, eggs and chips with extra tomatoes 

and cup of coffee in 2003? 

2 How much did 2 portions of toast, egg and chips, a cup of tea and a 

cup of coffee cost in I950 in shillings and old pence?

3 How much more expensive, in new money, was an egg sandwich and 

a cup of tea in 2003 than I950?

4 In new money, how much more expensive was sausage, egg and chips 

and a cup of coffee in 2003 than in I950?

I How much change from £5 would you get if you bought a sausage 

sandwich, an egg sandwich, a cup of tea and a cup of coffee in 2003?

2 How much did it cost in I950, in shillings and old pence, for 4 people to 

have toast, egg and chips with extra tomatoes and baked beans and 

a cup of tea each?

3 In new money, how much more expensive was it for a family of 4 to have 

a sausage sandwich and a cold drink each in 2003 than I950?

4 How much did it cost, in old money in I950, for 6 people to have 

sausage, egg and chips with extra tomatoes and baked beans 

and a cup of coffee each? How much is this in new money?
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Problems involving money

History: 13. How has life changed

in Britain since 1948?
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Problems involving measures

Science: 5A. Keeping healthy

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

The nutritional value of food
The table below shows the amount of calories, protein, fat/oil and 

sugar/starch contained in I00 g of each food. The remaining weight 

in each food is the water it contains.

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I I00 g of peas contains 69 calories. How many calories do 200 g contain?

2 How many calories do I00 g of lamb and I00 g of potatoes have 

altogether?

3 How many grams of protein and fat/oil does I00 g of rice contain?

4 How much more protein than fat/oil does I00 g of lamb contain?

I How much fat/oil and protein altogether does I00 g of fish contain?

2 How much more protein does I00 g of fish contain than I00 g of lamb?

3 How much more sugar/starch does I00 g of brown bread contain than 

I00 g of banana?

4 I00 g of butter contains more fat/oil than protein. How much more?

I How much protein, fat/oil and sugar/starch does I00 g of potato contain?

2 I00 g of peas has less protein than fat/oil and sugar/starch together. 

How much less?

3 How many calories does 25 g of cheese contain?

4 How much fat/oil does 700 g of lamb contain?
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Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I How much meat and vegetables altogether do people in the UK eat?

2 The people of which country eat the least amount of fruit and vegetables 

combined?

3 How much more fruit than vegetables do Australians eat?

4 The people of which country eat about I0 times as much 

vegetables as meat?

I A person from which country eats I2 kg more cereal than fruit?

2 A person from which country eats 34 kg less meat than a 

person from the USA?

3 Which country has the greatest difference between the amount 

of meat they eat and the amount of vegetables?

4 How much of the 5 types of food combined does the average person in 

the UK eat in a year?

I The people of which country eat 50% more fruit than people 

from the UK?

2 How many kilograms of vegetables does a family of 6 eat in Greece?

3 A French person eats I25 kg of vegetables each year. People 

from which country eat
I–
5 more vegetables than this?

4 What is the ratio between the amount of vegetables eaten by a French person 

and an Italian?

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Problems involving measures

Science: 5A. Keeping healthy

What types of food do we eat?
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Problems involving measures

Science: 5B. Life cycles

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Amazing plant life

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.
I Coffee comes from the seeds of the Coffee Arabica tree. One tree 

produces
I–
2 a kilogram of coffee each year. How many trees does it take to 

make 27 kg of coffee?

2 A dandelion flower produces about 300 seeds, each shaped like a little 

parachute. How many seeds do 6 flowers produce?

3 Bamboo is one of the fastest growing plants. It can grow by 90 cm in a 

day. At this rate, how much would it grow in a week?

4 The oldest grape vine in England was planted in I768 at 

Hampton Court. How old was it in the year 2000?

I Cocoa pods grow on the trunks of the cocoa tree. A pod contains about 

35 cocoa beans. If a cocoa tree has I6 pods growing on it, how many beans 

is this altogether? 

2 The smallest fruit in the world comes from the Duckweed plant and is 

0·25 mm long. The average apple is 8 cm long. How much shorter is a 

Duckweed fruit than the average apple?

3 The world’s largest flower is the Rafflesia, which grows up to 9 I cm across. 

It takes about 275 days to grow and then it flowers for only 5 days. For what 

fraction of its life does it flower?

4 The world’s smelliest flower is the Corpse Flower. Its smell of rotting flesh 

attracts pollinating flies that can smell it up to I km away. If there are about 

I·5 km in a mile, what fraction of a mile is this?

I The largest seed in the world is the coconut of the Coco de Mer palm. It weighs 

24 kg. If the average coconut weighs 0·8 kg, how many times heavier is the 

Coco de Mer coconut?

2 The largest tree in the world is a giant Sequoia in California USA. It is 

83·8 I m tall and the trunk is 8·06 m wide. How much taller than wide is it?

3 The Eucalyptus tree is the fastest growing tree in the world. One of them 

grew I0·65 m in I5 months. How many centimetres each month is this?

4 One of the slowest growing trees in the world is the Fitzroya, a fir tree from 

Chile. It takes 300 years to reach 20 m. If it grows at the same rate each 

year, approximately how many millimetres does it grow each year?
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Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I How many more litres of carbon dioxide does an Italian produce each 

month than a French person?

2 Who produces roughly 3 times as much carbon dioxide as a Mexican?

3 The Japanese and the Italians together produce approximately as 

much carbon dioxide as the people from one other country. Which 

country is this?

4 A French person produces less carbon dioxide each month than a 

German person. How much less?

I Approximately how many litres of carbon dioxide does an Australian 

produce each day in a 3I day month? 

2 A person from which country produces approximately a quarter of 

the amount of carbon dioxide as a German?

3 How many more litres of carbon dioxide does a person from the UK 

produce each month than a Spaniard?

4 Who produces 84·I6 litres less carbon dioxide each 

month than a Canadian?

I Roughly how many times as much carbon dioxide does a person from the USA 

produce as a person from Turkey?

2 A person from Turkey produces 37·92 litres of carbon dioxide each 

month. A person from which country produces I05·I6 litres more?

3 How many litres of carbon dioxide does an Australian produce 

in a year?

4 A person from which country produces I·5 times as much 

carbon dioxide as an Australian?

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Problems involving measures

Science: 5C. Gases around us

How much carbon dioxide do we produce?
Carbon dioxide is a colourless, odourless gas that contributes 

to global warming. It is produced by burning fossil fuels such 

as oil and coal. Every time we use a car, turn on electricity or 

heating we contribute to carbon dioxide production. 

The table opposite shows the amount of carbon dioxide 

produced by each person in a month in I2 different countries.

Amount of carbon dioxide produced 
by each person in a month

Australia 93·17 litres
Canada 218·83 litres
France 105·25 litres

Germany 155·75 litres
Ireland 134·67 litres

Italy 126·25 litres
Japan 139·75 litres

Mexico 50·5 litres
Spain 88·42 litres

Turkey 37·92 litres
UK 143·08 litres

USA 265·17 litres
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Problems involving measures

Science: 5D. Changing state

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Cloud, ice and

water

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I The wettest place in the world is a mountain in Hawaii where it rains for 

350 days a year. How many days does it not rain in a leap year?

2 Oceans cover 7I% of the Earth’s surface. What percentage of the 

Earth’s surface is land?

3 To find out how far away a storm is, count slowly between the lightning 

and the thunder. Every 3 counts means the storm is I km away. If you 

count to I2 how far away is the storm?

4 The place with the greatest rainfall ever recorded is in India. 

I I 870 mm fell in a year. How many metres is this?

I The Angel Falls in Venezuela is the highest waterfall in the world at 

979 m. How many metres short of a kilometre is it? 

2 The fastest moving glacier is in Greenland. It moves 24 m each day. 

How far does it move in a week?

3 The longest river in the world is the Nile, which is 6670 km long. 

The second longest is the Amazon, which is 6448 km. How much longer 

is the Nile than the Amazon?

4 About
I––

I0 of an iceberg is visible above the surface of the water. If you 

can see I0 m of an iceberg above the water, how many metres of it are 

below water?

I The biggest iceberg recorded was 208 miles long by 60 miles wide. 

What was the area of the iceberg?

2 The heaviest rainfall ever recorded occurred in I970 in the Caribbean 

when 38·I mm fell in I minute. At this rate, how much rain would fall 

in 5 minutes?

3 The largest storm clouds are called Cumulonimbus. The bottoms of these 

are about I·25 miles above the ground and they are about 5·94 miles tall. 

How far are the tops of the clouds from the ground?

4 The highest clouds are called Cirrus clouds. They can be I3 500 m high. 

Mount Everest is 8840 m high. How much higher are Cirrus clouds?
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Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I The Earth takes 365 days to orbit the Sun. The Moon takes 28 days to orbit 

the Earth. How much longer does the Earth’s orbit take?

2 It takes 3 days to travel from Earth to the Moon by rocket. If you could 

travel there by car, it would take 200 days. How much longer would it 

take to travel to the Moon and back by car than by rocket?

3 An astronaut in his spacesuit who weighs I35 kg on Earth, weighs only 

22 kg on the Moon. How much less does he weigh on the Moon?

4 The Sun is now 4·7 billion years old. It will live for I0 billion years. 

How many more billion years does the Sun have to live?

I In I609, Galileo was the first person to use a telescope to study the stars. 

38I years later the Hubble Telescope was the first telescope to be launched 

into space. In what year was it launched?

2 One Moon day lasts as long as 28 days on Earth. There are 24 hours in one 

Earth day. How many hours are there in one Moon day?

3 The temperature on the surface of the Moon ranges from – I55° C 

to + I05° C. What is the difference between the coldest and hottest 

temperatures on the Moon?

4 Just I m2 of the Sun’s surface shines as brightly as 600 000 light bulbs. 

How many light bulbs shine as brightly as I0 m2 of the Sun’s surface?

I The Earth is I2 756 km wide. The Moon is 3477 km wide. How much 

wider is the Earth than the Moon?

2 There are 365 days in a year and 24 hours in a day. How many hours 

are there in a year?

3 It takes 8 min I7 sec for light from the Sun to reach the Earth. How many 

seconds is this?

4 The Sun is about 93 million miles from Earth. If there are about I·5 km in a mile, 

how many kilometres is this?

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Problems involving measures

Science: 5E. Earth, Sun and Moon

Earth, Sun and Moon
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Problems involving measures

Geography: 11. Water

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

How much water do different countries use?
The data below shows the amount of water used by each person every day in 12 different countries.

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I How much more water does a person in the UK use than a 

Mexican person?

2 How much less water does a person from Germany use than a 

French person?

3 People from which 2 countries use roughly the 

same amount of water?

4 Canadians use more water than Australians. How much more?

I A person from which country uses 2I litres less water than a 

Japanese person? 

2 A person from the USA uses the most amount of water. How much 

more is this than a person from the country that uses the least?

3 How much water does a family of 4 in the UK use each day?

4 How many litres of water does a person from Turkey use in a 

365 day year?

I Ordering the countries from the one that uses the least amount of water 

to the one that uses the most, in what position does the UK come?

2 How much more water does a person from the UK use in a 7 day week 

than a German?

3 A person from Turkey uses what fraction of the amount of water that 

an Australian uses?

4 If Italians halved their water consumption they would use roughly the 

same amount of water as people from which other country?

Italy
383 litres

Japan
357 litres

Mexico
246 litres

France
281 litres

Germany
195 litres

Ireland
359 litres

Turkey
200 litres

UK
336 litres

Australia
480 litres

Canada
497 litres

USA
585 litres

Spain
300 litres
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Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I Lee travels from Edinburgh to London for a meeting. How far is this?

2 Jo drives from Liverpool to Nottingham to visit her mum and back again. 

How far does she travel?

3 Alex drives from Birmingham to Liverpool, and then from Liverpool to 

Nottingham. How far is this?

4 It is further from Cardiff to Edinburgh than from Cardiff to Liverpool. 

How much further?

I Peter drives from London to Birmingham to give a lecture. He then 

drives back to London. How far does he drive? 

2 Tina and Sam meet in Nottingham. Tina comes from 

Birmingham and Sam from Edinburgh. Who comes 

further? How much further?

3 Ali travels by coach from Edinburgh to Nottingham and back 5 times 

a year to visit his parents. How far does he travel?

4 Paul is travelling from Liverpool to London and stops half way for 

petrol. How far has he travelled?

I Rav drives from London to Liverpool and back on business once a 

week. How far does he drive in 4 weeks?

2 Terry drives from Edinburgh to Nottingham and then on to Cardiff 

where he stays the night. The next day he drives directly home to 

Edinburgh. How long is his journey?

3 Tarquin drives from Liverpool to Edinburgh and back on Monday 

and from Liverpool to Cardiff and back on Thursday. How far does 

he drive that week?

4 On Tuesday Gita travels from Cardiff to Birmingham and back. 

On Friday she travels from Cardiff to London and back. 

On which day did she travel further? How much further?

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Problems involving measures

Geography: 18. Connecting

ourselves to the world

Driving around Britain
This chart shows 

the distances by road 

between various 

cities in Britain. 

The distance 

from Liverpool to 

Cardiff is 333 km.

Kilometre 
chart Birmingham Cardiff Edinburgh Liverpool London Nottingham

Birmingham 184.8 467 156 192.6 86.3

Cardiff 184.8 644 333 247.3 271.5

Edinburgh 467 644 353.3 667 506.8

Liverpool 156 333 353.3 357.2 221

London 192.6 247.3 667 357.2 207.6

Nottingham 86.3 271.5 506.8 221 207.6
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Problems involving measures

Geography: 23. Investigating

coasts

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Coastal erosion

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I For the last I0 000 years, Southern England has been sinking into the 

ocean by I·5 mm a year. How far has it sunk in the past decade?

2 The coastline at Holderness on the Yorkshire coast is eroding by 2 m 

each year. How far has it eroded in the last 60 years?

3 Average wave height has risen by 25% in the last 25 years. If 25 years 

ago the average wave height was I m, how high is it now?

4 One square kilometre of Essex is lost each year to the sea. How much is 

lost over 5 years?

I The sea cliff at Beachy Head is I68·7 m high. The White Cliffs of Dover 

are 9 I·4 m high. How much higher are the cliffs at Beachy Head? 

2 The coastline at Holderness is the fastest eroding coastline in Europe. 

It is eroding at 2 m a year. Beachy Head is eroding at 0·45 m a year. 

How much more is eroded each year at Holderness?

3 In January I999, a piece of the cliff at Beachy Head 70 m long by 

I7 m wide fell into the sea. What area of land was lost?

4 I30 km2 of English shoreline may be lost to the sea in the next 20 years. 

On average, how much will be lost each year?

I The Government spends £I9·2 million each year trying to protect our 

coasts from the sea. How much do they spend in a 5 year period?

2 70% of England’s eastern beaches are being eroded. Out of each 

500 km of beach, how many kilometres are being eroded?

3 The cliffs near Beachy Head were eroded by 45 cm each year between 

I873 and I962. How much were they eroded by altogether in this time?

4 Beachy Head is eroding at 0·45 m a year. At this rate, how far will it 

erode in the next 20 years?
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Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.
I In I870 a law was passed that all children between the ages of 5 

and I0 had to be educated. However, it was not until I89 I that education 

was made free. For how many years after I870 was education not free?

2 From I842 children were forbidden to work underground in mines. It was 

another 76 years before children were forbidden to work in factories. 

When were children forbidden to work in factories?

3 The first car was invented in I863. In I878 the speed limit was fixed at 

6
I–
2 km an hour. How far could a car travel in I0 hours at this speed?

4 The first railway opened in I825. It was I4 km long. By I843 there was 

3200 km of railway track in Britain. How much more track was this?

I In I843 there was 3200 km of railway track in Britain. By I900 there 

was 29 000 km of track. How much track was built between 

I843 and I900? 

2 In I80I most people lived in the country. Only 6.7% lived in London. In I85I, 

9% of people lived in London. How many more percent is this?

3 In Victorian times, a cotton mill in Yorkshire employed 90 children who made 

up
I–
3 of the workforce. How large was the workforce?

4 In Victorian times, children often worked I3 hours a day, 6 days a week. 

How many hours a week did they work?

I In I88I, I in 9 of all girls over 5 years old were indoor servants. Out of I35 girls, 

how many were indoor servants?

2 When Queen Victoria was a child, the fastest way to travel on land 

was by horse at 4·8 km an hour. In I838 trains were travelling at 

53 km an hour. How much faster than a horse is this?

3 In Victorian times, some poor children would work for 8 hours each day 

in a factory and spend 2 hours at school. What percentage of this time 

did they spend at work?

4 In I840 stamped mail started. Within 25 years the number of letters 

being sent had increased nine times to 639 million letters a year. 

How many letters were sent in I840?

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Problems involving measures

History: 11. What was it like for

children living in Victorian Britain?

The Victorians
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Problems involving numbers,

money or measures

Science: 5E. Earth, Sun and Moon

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Hours of daylight

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I How many hours and minutes of sunlight does Cape Town get 

on Ist October?

2 How much earlier does the sun rise in Tokyo on Ist July than 

on Ist January?

3 Is there more sunlight in Rio de Janeiro on Ist April or 

Ist October?

4 When does Sydney have I2 hr 43 min of sunlight?

I Which city gets I I hr 5I min of sunlight on Ist April?

2 When does New York have the most 

sunlight? How much?

3 Which city has the most sunlight on 

Ist January? How much?

4 On Ist July in Sydney, roughly what fraction of the 24 hours is sunlight?

I How many hours of sunlight altogether does Tokyo have on 

the 4 days in the table?

2 Order the cities by the amount of sunlight they get on Ist April, 

starting with the city with the most sunlight.

3 Which two cities get the same amount of 

sunlight on Ist October?

4 As a percentage, roughly how much of the 24 hours is it sunlight on Ist April 

in London?
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Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I There are 52 white keys and 36 black keys on a piano. How many keys is 

this altogether?

2 The sound of an orchestra is about 60 dB. The sound of a helicopter is about 

twice this. How many dB is the sound of a helicopter?

3 The string, woodwind and brass sections are each made up of 4 different 

instruments. The percussion section is made up of 6 different instruments. 

How many different instruments is this?

4 The human ear can hear sounds from as low as 20 Hz to as high as 

20 000 Hz. How many Hertz difference is this?

I A baby grand piano is I·8 m long. A concert grand piano is 2·69 m long. 

How much shorter is a baby grand than a concert grand? 

2 An orchestra normally has about I20 musicians. In I958 an orchestra in 

Wolverhampton had 2023 musicians. How many more musicians than 

normal was this?

3 Two of the biggest drums in the world are 2·53 m in diameter and 

4·I7 m in diameter. What is the difference between these diameters?

4 Humans can hear sounds ranging from 20 Hz to 20 000 Hz. 

Dogs can hear from 20 Hz to 50 000 Hz. What range 

of sounds can dogs hear that humans cannot?

I The largest double bass ever made was 4·26 m long. Most double basses 

are 2·43 m shorter than this. How long are most double basses?

2 The second most expensive violin ever sold cost £947 000. 

This was £78I 000 cheaper than the most expensive. 

How much did the most expensive violin cost?

3 The largest organ ever built has 33 I I2 pipes, however only part of it 

works. The largest working organ has 30 067 pipes. How many pipes 

fewer is this?

4 Humans can hear sounds ranging from 20 Hz to 20 000 Hz. 

Elephants can hear from 5 Hz to I I 000 Hz. What 

range can both humans and elephants hear?

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Problems involving numbers,

money or measures

Science: 5F. Changing sounds

The sound 

of music
The loudness of sound 

is measured in 

decibels (dB).

Pitch indicates how 

high or low a note is 

and is measured 

in Hertz (Hz).

Instruments of the orchestra

Brass instruments make their sound
using valves and the position of the
player’s lips on the instrument.

Percussion
instruments are
played by being
struck, rubbed
or shaken.

Stringed instruments
produce their sound
through vibration 
of strings.

Woodwind instruments are either
blown through a mouth hole, or by a
vibrating reed.
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Problems involving numbers,

money or measures

Geography: 11. Water

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

How much water do

you use each day?

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I If you brush your teeth twice a day without the tap running, how 

much water do you use?

2 How many litres does the short cycle on the dishwasher save 

compared to the standard cycle?

3 How much do 200 litres of water cost?

4 How much water does a dual flush toilet save over a conventional 

toilet?

I If you use a conventional toilet 4 times a day, how much water do 

you use? 

2 Approximately how much does the water cost to run a short cycle of 

a dishwasher?

3 If you use a conventional toilet 4 times a day, for 7 days, how many 

litres of water do you use?

4 Most people have a shower for 5 minutes. How much water do they 

save using a low-flow showerhead rather than a conventional one?

I If you have a 6 minute shower with a conventional shower head, do you 

use more or less water than having a full bath? How much more or less?

2 Most people in England use about 340 litres of water a day. How much 

does this cost?

3 How much water do you save in a 7 day week if your daily bath 

is
I–
3 full rather than completely full?

4 Roughly how much does the water cost to brush your teeth twice a day for 

30 days without the tap running?

TOILET
Dual flush Conventional 

toilet toilet

7·2 litres 23·6 litres 
per flush per flush

SHOWER
Low-flow Conventional 

showerhead showerhead

11·25 litres 24·75 litres 
per minute per minute

BATH
Tub I–3 full Tub full

56·25 litres 168·75 litres

BRUSHING TEETH
Brushing Brushing 
without with 

tap running tap running

1·7 litres 15·75 litres

DISHWASHER
Short cycle Standard cycle

47·25 litres 59·25 litres

Water is charged at 
7p for 100 litres.
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Name ________________________________________________________
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Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.
I From Tuesday to Saturday, Llandudno Museum is open from 

I0:30 am to I:00 pm and from 2:00 pm to 5:00 pm. 

How many hours a day is it open?

2 The Tramway up Great Orme was opened in I902. The cable car up Great 

Orme was opened in I969. How many years after the tramway opened 

was this?

3 A 300 m dry Ski Slope and 700 m Toboggan Run were created near 

Llandudno in I986. How much longer is the Toboggan Run?

4 Llandudno has an average of 3000 visitors each day during the summer. 

How many people is this in 7 days?

I Construction of the Tramway up Great Orme took I6 months 

and it was opened at the end of July, I902. When did work 

start on the tramway? 

2 The cable car in Llandudno ends 8·9 m below the top of Great Orme. Great 

Orme itself is 206·9 metres high. How high is the end of the cable car?

3 Marine Drive was cut out of the limestone cliffs in I878. It is 4 miles long. 

If there are about I·5 km in a mile, how many kilometres is this?

4 The cable car in Llandudno is the longest in Britain at I62I m. 

The Tramway which also goes to the top of Great Orme is I550 m long. 

How much longer is the cable car?

I Llandudno Museum is open from Tuesday to Saturday from I0:30 am 

to I:00 pm and from 2:00 pm to 5:00 pm, and on Sunday from 

2:I5 pm to 5:00 pm. How many hours a week is it open?

2 The Copper Mines at Great Orme date back to 3500 BC. In I840 AD, 

more copper was discovered there. How many years later was this?

3 The hotels in Llandudno have enough room for I3 000 people each night. 

If these are 70% full, how many people is this a night?

4 The Tramway at Llandudno is open 7 days a week from 22nd March to 

26th October inclusive. How many days is this altogether?

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010

Problems involving numbers,

money or measures

Geography: 13. A contrasting

locality – Llandudno

Out and about in Llandudno
Llandudno is a resort town in Wales located between the headlands 

of Great and Little Orme.
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Problems involving numbers,

money or measures

Geography: 20. Local traffic –

an environmental issue

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Park and Ride
The city of Carfull has just introduced a Park and Ride scheme. Three large car parks have

been built on the edge of the city and a free bus service operates every 20 minutes between

the car parks and the city centre.

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I South Car Park can hold 860 cars. West Car Park can hold half this 

number. How many cars can West Car Park hold?

2 Mrs. James parks her car. She waits I4 minutes for the bus. The ride 

into the city centre takes 23 minutes. How long after parking her car does 

she reach the centre?

3 North Car Park can hold 694 cars. 620 cars are parked there at the 

moment. How many free spaces are there?

4 It is 4·7 km from West Car Park to the city centre. If Mr. Hall takes the 

bus from the car park to the city centre and back again, how far is this?

I There are 5I6 cars parked in South Car Park and 387 parked in West 

Car Park. How many more cars are parked in the South Car Park? 

2 Paul drives a North Car Park bus. The car park is 4·2 km from the city 

centre, Paul drives there and back once every 40 minutes. How many 

times does he drive there and back in 6 hours?

3 Mr. Tyler parks his car in the West Car Park for 4 hours at 80p an hour. 

If he parked in the city it would cost him a total of £7.50. How much did 

he save by parking in West Car Park?

4 Brenda drives a South Car Park bus. A return journey from the car park 

to the city centre is I6·8 km. If she makes the journey 6 times a day, 

how far does she drive?

I North Car Park can hold 694 cars, South Car Park 860 and West Car Park

half the number of South Car Park. How many cars is this altogether?

2 West Car Park is I50 m long by 64 m wide. What is the area of the 

car park?

3 South Car Park can hold 860 cars and charges 60p an hour per car. 

If it is 
3–
4 full, how much money does it make in an hour?

4 There are 5I6 cars parked in South Car Park. It can hold 860 cars. 

As a percentage, how full is it?
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Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.
I Athenian ships were stored in sheds when they were not needed. 

In one harbour near Athens there were 200 sheds, in another 80, and 

in a third 90. How many sheds is this altogether?

2 Athenian men could be called on to fight from the age of I8 until they were 

50 years old. For how many years could they be called on to fight?

3 Spartan soldiers started training in the army at the age of 7. They remained in 

the army until they were 59 years old. For how many years were they in the army?

4 Athenian men started military training when they were I8 years old and 

trained for 2 years. At the age of 20, what percentage of his life had an 

Athenian man spent in training?

I The main battleship of the Greek navy was the trireme. This had a crew of 

200 men, of which I68 were rowers. How many were not rowers? 

2 The I68 rowers on a trireme were divided into 6 rows of men. How many men 

were in each row?

3 Foot soldiers fought in formations, 8 rows deep. If there were I4 men in each 

row, how many men were there in the formation?

4 At the Battle of Marathon between the Persians and the Greeks, 

6400 Persians died and only I92 Greeks. How many more Persians 

than Greeks died?

I A trireme could reach speeds of up to I6 kilometres an hour. At this 

speed, how far could a trireme travel in I5 minutes?

2 If a trireme travelled 348 km in 24 hours, on average, how many 

kilometres did it travel each hour?

3 The Peloponnesian War, between Athens and Sparta, which started in 

43I BC and lasted for 27 years, destroyed Athens power. In which year 

did it end?

4 In 405 BC I60 out of I80 Athenian warships were destroyed by Sparta. 

Roughly what percentage was this?
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History: 14. Who were the

ancient Greeks?

The ancient Greek war machine
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History: 15. How do we use

ancient Greek ideas today?

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

The ancient Olympics

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.
I At one time the ancient Olympics had 23 different sports. However, 

most Olympics had I3 fewer sports than this. How many sports did 

most ancient Olympics have?

2 The ancient Olympics were held every 4 years and lasted for 5 days. 

If 25 Olympic games were held in each I00 years, how many days of 

games is this altogether?

3 Games were held at Olympia every 4 years. Games were also held at 

Delphi every 4 years and at Corinth and Nemea every 6 years. How many 

games altogether were held in these four places in I2 years?

4 The ancient Olympics lasted for 5 days. The stadium in which they were 

held could hold 40 000 people. What was the maximum number of people 

that could watch the games over 5 days?

I The stadium in which the ancient Olympics were held could hold 40 000 

people. If the stadium was 90% full, how many people were in the stadium?

2 The ancient Olympic stadium was I92 m long. A race called the diaulos 

was 2 lengths of the stadium. How far was the race?

3 The ancient Olympics started in 776 BC and ended in 395 AD. For how 

many years did the ancient Olympics run?

4 Chariot races were part of the ancient Olympics. Chariots pulled by 

2 or 4 horses would race I2 laps around two posts in the ground. 

If each lap was I200 m, how far was the race?

I In one horse race held at the ancient Olympics, the rider dismounted 

and ran the last I0% of the race beside his horse. If the race was 

I200 m, for how many metres was the rider on his horse?

2 The dilichos was a race of 24 lengths of the stadium. If the ancient 

Olympic stadium was I92 m long, how far was the race?

3 The modern Olympics started in I896 AD in Athens and have been held every 

4 years since then. In 2000 AD they were held in Sydney. How many Olympic 

games were there during this time?

4 The ancient Olympics ended in 395 AD and the modern Olympics started 

in I896 AD. For how many years were there no Olympic games?
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Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I Harappa was founded around 3500 BC. By 2600 BC, it was a large 

city. How long did it take to become a city?

2 Harappa was first excavated in I872 and then again in I920. How many 

years separate these two excavations?

3 By 2600 BC, Harappa was a large city. It lasted 700 years before it was 

abandoned. When was it abandoned?

4 The great bath at Mohenjo-Daro was I2 m long by 7 m wide. What was 

its area?

I In the 700 years that it lasted, Harappa was rebuilt 5 times. On average, 

how long did the city last each time, before it had to be rebuilt? 

2 The city wall at Harappa was 5 m high and 2 m wide. The main gateway

in it was 2·6 m wide and 3·9 m high. What was the area of the gateway?

3 The main drain under the road through the gateway was made of 

brick and was I·48 m wide and I·94 m high. How much higher was it 

than wide?

4 35 000 people lived in Harappa. There were 9 other cities of similar size

in the Indus valley. Approximately how many people is this altogether?

I The great hall at Harappa was 45 m long by 45 m wide. What was 

its area?

2 It was 400 miles from Harappa to Mohenjo-Daro. If a bullock cart went 

at 2·5 miles an hour, how many days and hours 

would it take to travel between these cities?

3 The Indus Valley civilisation covered an area 800 km by 

I200 km. How many square kilometres is this?

4 It was 2800 km from Harappa to Sumer in Sumeria. If a trading boat

sailed at 8 km an hour, and sailed for I0 hours each day, how long 

would the journey take?

Collins New Primary Maths: Cross-Curricular Word Problems 5 © HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd 2010
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about the Indus Valley civilisation?
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History: 19. What were the effects

of Tudor exploration?

Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Sir Francis Drake I540–I596

Show any working 

on the back of 

this sheet.

I Francis Drake was born in I540. He first went to sea in I553, how old was he 

when he first went to sea?

2 Drake was born in I540. He first sailed to the Caribbean when he was 

22 years old. He sailed again to the Caribbean 2 years later. In what year 

was his second voyage to the Caribbean?

3 In I568 on his third trip to the Caribbean, the Spanish attacked his fleet of 

6 ships and
2
–
3 of them were sunk. How many ships were not sunk?

4 In I572 Drake sailed for Central America with 73 men. He returned home 

with only 30 men. How many men fewer was this?

I Drake sailed for Central America on 24th May, I572 and returned home on 

9th August, I573 with lots of treasure. How many years, months and days is this? 

2 On I5th November, I577 Drake left England and sailed 

around the world. He returned 2 years, I0 months and 

I I days later. On what date did he return?

3 On his voyage around the world, Drake captured 72·6 kg of 

gold and 27 295·9 kg of silver. How much gold and silver is 

this altogether?

4 Drake was born in I540. He married for the first time when he 

was 29, but his wife died I2 years later. In which year did she die?

I On 29th May, I588 the Spanish Armada set off to invade England. There were 

I30 ships carrying a total of I7 000 soldiers. Roughly how many soldiers 

were there on each ship?

2 On 29th May, I588 the Spanish Armada set out. On 8th August, after a big battle 

with the English fleet, it fled. How many days after the Armada set out did it flee?

3 The commanding ship of the Spanish Armada had 477 men on board. By the 

time it returned to Spain, I20 of them were dead. Roughly what percentage 

is this?

4 In I596 Drake died of a tropical disease. How old was he 

when he died?
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Name ________________________________________________________

Date ________________________________________________________

Show any working on 

the back of this sheet.

I Drake was born in I540. In I577 he set sail on a voyage around 

the world. How old was he when he set off?

2 Drake left England with 5 ships. They weighed between 

I5 000 kg and I00 000 kg. What was the difference in weight 

between the lightest and heaviest ship?

3 Queen Elizabeth I paid I000 gold crowns for Drake’s voyage. 

At the end of his voyage, she received back 47 000 crowns. 

How many more crowns did she get back?

4 In I577, Drake set sail with I64 men. He returned in I580 with 

80 men, how many men fewer is this?

I Drake left Plymouth, England on I5th November, 

I577. It took him I0 days less than 5 months to 

reach Brazil. When did he reach Brazil? 

2 Drake left Argentina on I7th August, I578 with only 

3 ships, and took I4 days to sail to the Pacific Ocean. 

When he arrived, he could not sail on for 8 weeks 

due to storms. On what date did he finally sail on?

3 Of the 3 ships in Drake’s fleet, one sank on 

I5th September, I578 and the other one was lost 

23 days later. On what date did Drake’s ship 

find itself alone?

4 In I579 Drake captured a Spanish treasure ship 

carrying 36·3 kg of gold and 26 4I6 kg of silver. 

How many kilograms is this altogether?

I In Chile, Drake captured 57 bars of silver, each weighing 9·I kg

and I6 bags of silver, each weighing 22·7 kg. How many kilograms 

of silver is this altogether?

2 Drake left North America to sail across the Pacific 

Ocean on 26th July, I579. It was another 68 days 

before he saw land again. When did he next see land?

3 Drake left Plymouth, England on November I5th, I577 and returned on

September 26th, I580. I580 was a leap year. How many days after leaving

did he return?

4 During his voyage around the world, Drake sailed about 36 000 miles.

If there are about I·5 km in a mile, how many kilometres is this?
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the world
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Activity 1
The heart and blood

1 25%
2 12
3 7 : 9
4 160 beats a minute

1 50 g
2 7200
3 2
4 288

1 180 metres
2 1211 billion
3 33 600
4 1200

Activity 2
Birth and life

1 320 days
2 16 years
3 sheep
4 gorilla

1 giraffe / 23·5 years
2 camel, cat, cow, giraffe 

and tiger
3 2 months
4 17·5 years

1 1095 days
2 gorilla
3 1076 days
4 7300 days

Activity 3
Natural gas

1 8
2 3·1
3 102·2
4 154·7

1 5510
2 5
3 76·5
4 458

1 90·8
2 490·9
3 9 years
4 980·6

Activity 4
Evaporation

1 8 minutes
2 very sunny with a 

light wind
3 24 min
4 23 hr 23 min

1 very sunny with no 
wind

2 3 hr 26 min
3 position B
4 very sunny with no 

wind

1 no sun and very windy
2 1 hr 38 min
3 389 min
4 2 : 3

Activity 5
Should the High Street
be closed?

1 124
2 305
3 151
4 111

1 333
2 420
3 56
4 217

1 118
2 1–5
3 1000
4 yes/31

Activity 6
Who has the most PCs
and mobiles?

1 Italy
2 Japan
3 France
4 4

1 36%
2 Italy/65%
3 600
4 38%

1 Sweden
2 3000
3 USA/16%
4 4100

Activity 7
Changing populations

1 6000
2 10
3 1841
4 40 000

1 1841
2 70 000
3 Edinburgh
4 London or Edinburgh

1 Glasgow
2 3 475 000
3 4 168 000
4 1 323 000

Activity 8
Ancient Athenian life

1 11 years
2 50
3 71
4 104 years

1 295 days
2 1800
3 9 years
4 1072 m

1 40 or 41
2 62 500
3 82 years
4 17 100

Activity 9
The Aztec civilisation

1 75 years
2 140 000
3 100 000
4 93 years

1 69 years
2 260 days
3 365 days
4 3·6 m
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1 1479
2 1999
3 25 million
4 1521

Activity 10
John Lennon

1 1956
2 37 months
3 80 000
4 40 years, 2 months

1 1 500 000
2 8 years, 6 months
3 20%
4 12 years, 6 months 

and 1 day

1 800 000
2 2 years, 4 months 

and 11 days
3 1st July, 1971
4 28th November, 1974

Activity 11
Winston Hills’ Sound
Studio

1 £96
2 £269.40
3 £98.86
4 £74.18

1 £151
2 £595
3 £160
4 £192.50

1 £338.75
2 £10.65
3 £3960
4 £396

Activity 12
The price of water

1 32p
2 £1.27
3 £2.32
4 Lisbon

1 15p
2 20 000 litres
3 90p
4 £2.60

1 22p
2 25 days
3 84p
4 £4.95

Activity 13
How much money will I
lose if the High Street is
closed?

1 Shoe shop
2 £121
3 £498
4 £227

1 £2416
2 baker
3 £451
4 £26 000

1 £81
2 £1336
3 grocer
4 £42 400

Activity 14
Things to do in
Llandudno

1 £16
2 £37
3 £156
4 £1.05

1 £12.35
2 £5.25
3 £285
4 £1.75

1 3 adults and 4 children
2 £11 250
3 £81
4 £71.40

Activity 15
Property prices soar

1 £10 000
2 £1800
3 5%
4 36%

1 £50 000
2 3 : 5
3 £65 000
4 £150 000

1 £77 250
2 £160 000
3 £200 000
4 £1600

Activity 16
Cost of coach travel
around Britain

1 £46
2 £22.25
3 Edinburgh/£10
4 £55.50

1 £26.25
2 £30.25
3 £52.50
4 £2.75

1 £340
2 £379.50
3 £75.25
4 1–3

Activity 17
Congestion charges in
London

1 £96
2 £12
3 £3.80
4 £304

1 £17
2 £1104
3 £10.40
4 £104
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1 £912
2 £10
3 £3744
4 £966

Activity 18
Coastal tourism

1 £320
2 £7.37
3 £9.60
4 £14

1 £19.40
2 £12.95
3 £7.90
4 £26.28

1 £12
2 £62.05
3 £47.40
4 £400

Activity 19
Money and wages

1 29p
2 £33
3 6p
4 33p

1 1832
2 8.83p
3 7.75p
4 £78.75

1 £3910
2 52.5p
3 £6.50
4 £28.08

Activity 20
Greasy Spoon Café

1 1/6d
2 £3.74
3 1/3d
4 £1.15

1 £5.35
2 3/9d
3 £2.05
4 £4.84

1 20p
2 9/-
3 £9.25
4 15/-, 75p

Activity 21
The nutritional value of
food

1 138
2 232
3 3·7 grams
4 12 g

1 23·6 g
2 2 g
3 21·1 g
4 81·2 g

1 18·1 g
2 4·6 g
3 103
4 61·6 g

Activity 22
What types of food do
we eat?

1 160 kg
2 UK
3 8 kg
4 Turkey

1 France
2 Italy
3 Turkey
4 355 kg

1 USA
2 1404 kilograms
3 Italy
4 5 : 6

Activity 23
Amazing plant life

1 54
2 1800
3 630 cm
4 232 years old

1 560
2 7·975 cm or 79·75 mm
3 5–––280 or 1––56

4 2–3 mile

1 30
2 75·75 m
3 71 cm
4 67 mm

Activity 24
How much carbon
dioxide do we produce?

1 21 litres
2 A German
3 USA
4 50·5 litres

1 3 litres
2 Turkey
3 54·66 litres
4 An Irish person

1 7
2 UK
3 1118·04 litres
4 Japan

Activity 25
Cloud, ice and water

1 16 days
2 29%
3 4 km
4 11·87 metres

1 21 metres
2 168 m
3 222 km
4 90 m

1 12 480 miles2

2 190·5 mm or 19·05 cm
3 7·19 miles
4 4660 m or 4 km 660 m 

or 4·66 km
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Activity 26
Earth, Sun and Moon

1 337 days
2 394 days
3 113 kg
4 5·3 billion years

1 1990
2 672 hours
3 260° C
4 6 million

1 9279 km
2 8760 hours
3 497 seconds
4 139·5 million kilometres

Activity 27
How much water do
different countries use?

1 90 litres
2 86 litres
3 Ireland and Japan
4 17 litres

1 UK
2 390 litres
3 1344 litres
4 73 000 litres

1 6th
2 987 litres
3 5––12

4 Germany

Activity 28
Driving around Britain

1 667 km
2 442 km
3 377 km
4 311 km

1 385·2 km
2 Sam/420·5 km
3 5068 km
4 178·6 km

1 2857·6 km
2 1422·3 km
3 1372·6 km
4 Friday/125 km

Activity 29
Coastal erosion

1 15 mm or 1·5 cm
2 120 m
3 1·25 m
4 5 km2

1 77·3 m
2 1·55 m
3 1190 m2

4 6·5 km2

1 £96 million
2 350 kilometres
3 4005 cm or 40·05 m
4 9 m

Activity 30
The Victorians

1 21 years
2 1918
3 65 km
4 3186 km

1 25 800 km
2 2·3%
3 270
4 78 hours

1 15
2 48·2 km
3 80%
4 71 million

Activity 31
Hours of daylight

1 12 hr 26 min
2 2 hr 22 min
3 1st October
4 1st April

1 Rio de Janeiro
2 1st July/15 hr 4 min
3 Sydney/14 hr 22 min
4 5––12

1 48 hr 44 min
2 London, Sydney, New 

York, Tokyo, Rio de 
Janeiro, Cape Town

3 Cape Town and Sydney
4 52%, 53% or 54%

Activity 32
The sound of music

1 88
2 120 dB
3 18
4 19 980 Hz

1 0·89 m
2 1903
3 1·64 m
4 20 000 Hz to 

50 000 Hz

1 1·83 m
2 £1 728 000
3 3045
4 20 Hz to 11 000 Hz

Activity 33
How much water do you
use each day?

1 3·4 litres
2 12 litres
3 14p
4 16·4 litres

1 94·4 litres
2 3·5p
3 660·8 litres
4 67·5 litres

1 less/20·25 litres
2 23·8p
3 787·5 litres
4 7p
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Activity 34
Out and about in
Llandudno

1 5 hr 30 min
2 67 years
3 400 m
4 21 000

1 End March 1901 or 
beginning April 1901 

2 198 m
3 6 km
4 71 m

1 30 hr 15 min
2 5340 years
3 9100
4 219 days

Activity 35
Park and Ride

1 430
2 37 min
3 74
4 9·4 km

1 129
2 9
3 £4.30
4 100·8 km

1 1984
2 9600 m2

3 £387
4 60%

Activity 36
The ancient Greek war
machine

1 370
2 32 years
3 52 years
4 10%

1 32
2 28
3 112
4 6208

1 4 km
2 14·5 km
3 404 BC
4 88% or 89%

Activity 37
The ancient Olympics

1 10
2 125 days
3 10
4 200 000

1 36 000
2 384 m
3 1171 years
4 14 400 m or 14·4 km

1 1080 m
2 4608 m or 4·608 km
3 27
4 1501 years

Activity 38
Harappa

1 900 years
2 48 years
3 1900 BC
4 84 m2

1 140 years 
2 10·14 m2

3 0·46 m or 46 cm
4 350 000

1 2025 m2

2 6 days, 16 hours
3 960 000 km2

4 35 days

Activity 39
Sir Francis Drake
1540–1596

1 13 years old
2 1564
3 2
4 43

1 1 year, 2 months and 
16 days

2 26th September, 1580
3 27 368·5 kg
4 1581

1 130 or 131
2 71 days
3 24% or 25%
4 56 years old

Activity 40
Drake’s voyage around
the world

1 37 years old
2 85 000 kg
3 46 000
4 84

1 April 5th, 1578
2 October 26th, 1578
3 8th October, 1578
4 26 452·3 kg

1 881·9 kg
2 October 2nd, 1579
3 1046 days
4 54 000 km
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